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The Mystery Behind Chase Debanking Is Becoming Clear

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  August 22, 2023

In mid-July 2023, JP Morgan Chase Bank canceled all my business bank accounts, along

with the personal accounts of our CEO, CFO and their respective spouses and children



As it turns out, Chase Bank has been working with a key government agency involved in

the unconstitutional censorship of Americans for nearly two years. In December 2021, JP

Morgan Chase chief information o�cer Lori Beer was selected to be a member of CISA’s

brand-new Cybersecurity Advisory Committee



A representative of Chase Bank was also present during a March 2022 Cybersecurity

Advisory Committee Protecting Critical Infrastructure from Misinformation &

Disinformation Subcommittee meeting, where they discussed how to organize

information sharing between the public and private sector, and how to collaborate across

channels to censor Americans



Chase now insinuates it had a “legal obligation” to debank me because of FDA warning

letters. If that’s the case, Chase would also be obligated to debank its own executives

and employees who intentionally bene�ted from sex tra�cking and child abuse, and

defrauded investors with illegal investment schemes



In the end, I believe we will �nd our debanking was politically motivated, and that Chase

Bank’s direct involvement with CISA’s Cybersecurity Advisory Committee had something

to do with it. Since debanking over political and religious views is illegal in Florida, I

suspect this incident will eventually be added to Chase Bank’s growing list of crimes
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As previously reported, in mid-July 2023, JP Morgan Chase Bank canceled all my

business bank accounts, along with the personal accounts of our CEO, CFO and their

respective spouses and children. This is despite a new Florida law that that speci�cally

prohibits �nancial institutions from denying or canceling services based on political or

religious beliefs.

What we're seeing is the weaponization of �nance, where people whose views or actions

go against the o�cial narrative are cut off from basic �nancial services. This is the

social credit system at work. In short, the debanking of employees and their families is a

social control tactic to make people start policing each other by punishing associations.

While Chase Bank has refused to give us a reason for the account closures, a

representative told reporters that closures are typically only done for anti-money

laundering purposes.

However, no money laundering charges have ever leveled against me, and in a real

money laundering case, they seize your accounts outright. They don't give you a month

to take your business elsewhere. So, insinuating that our accounts were canceled due to

money laundering appears to be an attempt to disparage and slander us.

Internal documents from the Cybersecurity Advisory Committee (CISA), obtained from

an ongoing lawsuit against the U.S. government, now helps shed light on why Chase

Bank targeted my business.

What Was Chase Bank Doing at a Censorship Meeting?

As it turns out, a representative of Chase Bank (name redacted) was present during a

March 1, 2022, Cybersecurity Advisory Committee Protecting Critical Infrastructure from

Misinformation & Disinformation (MDM) Subcommittee meeting.  In addition to JP

Morgan Chase, other attendees included representatives from:

FBI (Laura Dehmlow) Illinois Emergency Management Agency

(IEMA)
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CISA (Geoff Hale, Kim Wyman and

Allison Snell)

The Center for Strategic and International

Studies (CSIS), a Washington D.C.-based

think tank

The University of Washington Twitter

MountChor Technologies, a company

that produces "technology-driven,

mission focused solutions for critical

infrastructure"

TekSynap, which supplies an array of

services across multiple cloud providers

Arc�eld, which provides engineering and

integration capabilities for the U.S.

intelligence community

According to the meeting minutes,  Laura Dehmlow, section chief for the FBI's Foreign

In�uence Task Force (FITF), briefed the attendees about the FBI's roles and responses in

combating foreign in�uence. Dehmlow also warned that "subversive information" on

social media could undermine public support for the U.S. government, and that "media

infrastructure" needed to be held accountable.

One of the attendees asked Dehmlow to con�rm that the mis- and disinformation under

the FBI/FTIF's purview was only related to foreign criminal activity, and that the "FBI

does not perform narrative or content-based analysis."

The attendee then suggested that CISA "might have a role based on the subcommittee

helping to de�ne the narrative so the 'whole of government' approach could be

leveraged."

The committee members went on to discuss what the government's strategic approach

related to misinformation and disinformation ought to be, how best to organize

information sharing between the public and private sector, and how to collaborate

across channels.
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We now know that a formalized process was implemented that allowed government

o�cials to log into a special portal where they could �ag social media content for

removal.

The committee also sought to identify entities that had "done appropriate social media

monitoring for the government." We now have proof that CISA partnered with a

censorship consortium called the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP), later rebranded as

the Virality Project, to illegally censor Americans. I detailed this relationship in "How the

Virality Project Threatens Our Freedom."

What was Chase Bank doing at this meeting? Why was a major bank included in a

meeting in which they were trying to tease out the best way for government to censor

Americans?

With everything we now know about CISA's domestic censorship activities, could the

answer be that debanking "domestic threat actors" was on the table from the start? Did

CISA have a hand in the bank's decision to close my business accounts, and those of

key employees and their families?

Chase Bank Has Been a CISA Cybersecurity Member Since 2021

A December 1, 2021, press release  also lists JP Morgan Chase chief information o�cer

Lori Beer as a member of CISA's brand-new cybersecurity advisory committee, launched

that month. According to that press release:

"... the Agency's new Cybersecurity Advisory Committee ... will advise and

provide recommendations to the Director on policies, programs, planning, and

training to enhance the nation's cyber defense ...

The Committee will examine and make recommendations on a variety of topics

collectively aimed at strengthening CISA and more broadly reshaping the cyber

ecosystem to favor defense.
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These topics include growing the cyber workforce; reducing systemic risk to

national critical functions; igniting the power of the Hacker community to help

defend the nation; combating misinformation and disinformation impacting the

security of critical infrastructure; and transforming public-private partnership

into true operational collaboration."

So, Chase Bank has been working with a key government agency involved in the

unconstitutional censorship of Americans for nearly two years. Mastercard is also

included in this CISA advisory committee. Other notable members of this 23-person

committee include:

Steve Adler, Mayor of Austin, Texas

Marene Allison, Chief Information Security O�cer at Johnson & Johnson

Vijaya Gadde, Legal, Public Policy & Trust and Safety Lead at Twitter

Nuala O'Connor, Senior Vice President & Chief Counsel for Walmart

Stephen Schmidt, Chief Information Security O�cer for Amazon Web Services

George Stathakopoulos, VP of Corporate Information Security at Apple

Chris Young, Executive VP of Business Development, Strategy, and Ventures at

Microsoft

Matthew Prince, CEO of Cloud�are, a software company that has been successfully

targeted and hacked more than once since joining this committee.

In December 2021, a �aw in the Cloud�are software allowed for the theft of $130

million in cryptocurrencies,  and in August 2022, they were targeted in a

sophisticated phishing scam in which the hackers were able to obtain employee

credentials that were then used in an effort to access Cloud�are's internal network.
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Then, in August 2023, it was revealed that hackers are using "Cloud�are Tunnels to

establish covert communication channels from compromised hosts and retain

persistent access."

Alex Stamos, a former security chief at Facebook and a partner of the Krebs Stamos

Group, a cyber consulting �rm. The other partner is Chris Krebs, former director of

CISA. It was under Krebs' leadership that CISA was transformed into a domestic

surveillance and censorship agency.

Stamos is also head of the EIP/Virality Project, which partnered with CISA to carry out

censorship activities on CISA's behalf. Evidence shows the Virality Project frequently

pressured social media companies to censor COVID-19-related information and/or

label it as "misinformation" — even if the information was true.

Kate Starbird,  associate professor of Human Centered Design & Engineering  at the

University of Washington and a former Twitter employee

Nicole Perlroth, a cybersecurity reporter for The New York Times

Secret Censorship Group Sought to 'Blackhole' Me

The inclusion of Perlroth, a long-time reporter for The New York Times, on CISA's

Cybersecurity Advisory Committee is particularly interesting considering documents

showing that the NYT played an important role in pressuring social media companies to

censor anti-vaccine sentiment. Did Perlroth's seat on the CISA committee have anything

to do with that?

In an August 8, 2023, Public Substack article, investigative journalists Alex Gutentag,

Leighton Woodhouse and Michael Shellenberger detail how nonpro�ts, the White House

and legacy media colluded to push censorship for political purposes:

"Yesterday Public reported  for the �rst time that Facebook censored content

at the request of the White House in order to guarantee White House support in
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a $1.2 billion battle with the European Union over data privacy.

It is a signi�cant discovery because it points to a major and additional point of

�nancial leverage that the U.S. government used to coerce censorship, in

addition to widely discussed Section 230 liability protections, which President

Biden, directly and indirectly, threatened — if Facebook refused its demands to

censor.

But it all raises a question: why was the Biden White House so determined to

censor Facebook in the �rst place? Until the Facebook Files, the answer had

been that they wanted people to take the vaccine ...

But now, the Facebook Files reveal that Facebook executives knew censoring

disfavored vaccine views would back�re and explained to White House o�cials

that censoring such views would violate established norms around freedom of

speech. But the White House demanded more censorship, anyway ...

In the summer of 2021, unable to convince every American to get vaccinated,

the administration sought more and more extreme means to control the �ow of

information.

Facebook executive and top censor Aaron Berman identi�ed the motivation

behind the White House's approach in a July 16 email: the administration was

trying to scapegoat social media companies for its own policy failures ...

Nonpro�ts played a role, particularly a London-based pro-censorship advocacy

group called the Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH). Facebook

considered the radical measure of 'off-platform links enforcement' and

'blackholing' vaccine critics named by the CCDH as the 'Disinformation Dozen'

...

Demand for censorship also came from mainstream corporate news media.

When the New York Times' Sheera Frenkel published a story about Dr. Joseph



Mercola on July 24, 2021,  Facebook employees responded to the story by

looking for ways to blackhole him ...

Several Facebook employees engaged in an active effort to search for

enforcement grounds, including retroactively looking at offending posts from

months earlier. All three worked in concert: nonpro�ts, news media, and the

White House ...

Again and again, it became clear that it was the news media demanding White

House censorship. 'The White House rarely provides any speci�city about what

it wants removed,' one employee wrote, 'but it routinely complains to us about

content identi�ed in critical media reports.'

And why was the White House concerned about the news media? Because the

news media shapes public opinion, and public opinion determines the

outcomes of elections."

CCDH Report Used to ID ‘Domestic Terrorists’

We now also know that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) relied on the

CCDH’s malign fabrications to identify "domestic threat actors," meaning domestic

terrorists.

This was discovered by my team in an August 2021 report  on the DHS website titled

"Combatting Targeted Disinformation Campaigns, Part 2," created by the Public-Private

Analytic Exchange Program (AEP).

According to the DHS,  the AEP "organizes teams of analysts from the private sector,

academia, and public sector across all levels of government — federal, state, local, tribal,

and territorial." In this case, the team responsible for this report include two members of

the FBI — listed only as "Peter M." and "Laci F." — someone from the State Department,

and "Kathryn W." from the CIA.
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Curiously, only those from the private sector are identi�ed with full names. Only the �rst

names and the initial of their last names are listed for the public sector members.

While I cannot prove this is the case, I wonder if "Peter M." refers to Peter M. Klismet Jr.,

author of "FBI Diary: Pro�les of Evil."  According to his bio, Klismet was one of the �rst

FBI agents to be hand-picked to undergo "ground-breaking, revolutionary and

controversial training ... made famous by the renowned Behavioral Science Unit."

Basically, Klismet is a pro�ler, which is what this report is all about.
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Under section 2.1.2., which discusses how to identify domestic threat actors, the report

speci�cally highlights the CCDH "Pandemic Pro�teers: The Business of Anti-Vaxx"

report, which features photos of the 12 "disinformation dozen" on its cover.

And, while it never spells out my name, it goes on to state "The New York Times later

published a more detailed article on the person listed in the report as the greatest

offender." Guess who that person was? That’s right. Me.

Coincidence?

So, to summarize, Chase Bank was the only bank represented on CISA's Cybersecurity

Advisory Committee, as well as its subcommittee on "Protecting Critical Infrastructure

from Misinformation & Disinformation."

It's also the only bank, so far, that has taken the extraordinary measure to debank

employees and their family members of someone named in the CCDH's "Disinformation

Dozen" report and targeted by The New York Times (another committee member) as a

"disinformation superspreader."

And, U.S. intelligence agencies are all but spelling out my name in a report about

identifying domestic "threat actors." Are we supposed to think that's coincidental?

Incidentally, Mastercard, the only credit card company on CISA's Cybersecurity Advisory

Committee, has also been accused of canceling accounts of conservative organizations

and individuals,  whereas the same allegations have not (to my knowledge) been

leveled against Visa or Discover.

Chase Is No Stranger to Misconduct and Crime

It's no small irony that while Chase Bank insinuates that my company is somehow

involved in illegalities, Chase Bank continued doing business with the notorious

pedophile and sex tra�cker Jeffrey Epstein for years after his sordid dealings became

known.
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In fact, Chase Bank is now going to pay $290 million to settle allegations that the bank

knowingly bene�ted from Epstein's illegal business.  There's also ongoing litigation

against the bank by the U.S. Virgin Islands, the location of "Epstein Island," where sex

victims were brought and abused.

According to Mimi Liu, a lawyer for the Virgin Islands, Chase executives knew that

Epstein was a sex tra�cker by 2008 at the latest, and "broke every rule to facilitate his

sex tra�cking in exchange for Epstein's wealth, connections and referrals."

In September 2020, Chase Bank also paid $920 million to settle trading misconduct

charges. According to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Chase Bank

manipulated trades of futures tied to precious metals and Treasury bonds for at least

eight years.

Their "deceptive conduct" included spoof trades — an illegal practice where orders are

placed and then canceled before execution to fool investors into thinking demand for

the asset is higher than it actually is. Chase Bank is also ignoring evidence of money

laundering by the Biden family.

By Own Admission Chase Is Obligated to Debank Its Executives

In response to a letter by Florida Chief Financial O�cer Jimmy Patronis, in which he

questioned the bank's decision to close our accounts, a Chase spokesman replied that

the accounts were closed because:

"... the customer has been the subject of regulatory scrutiny by the Federal

government on multiple occasions for engaging in illegal activity relating to the

marketing and sale of consumer products and we have a legal obligation to

prevent funds derived from these activities from �owing through our bank."

The last "federal scrutiny" of our business was 2.5 years ago, when the Food and Drug

Administration sent us a warning letter accusing us of selling vitamin C, D, quercetin and

Pterostilbene Advanced to mitigate, prevent, treat, diagnose or cure COVID-19 is in

violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
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A warning letter is not proof of illegal activity. It's an accusation. We responded to the

FDA's letter, letting them know their accusations were baseless, and that was the end of

that. We had not violated the law, and I suspect the letter was nothing more than a ruse

to bring bad press.

“ In the end, I believe we will find our debanking was
politically motivated, and that Chase Bank's direct
involvement with CISA's Cybersecurity Advisory
Committee had something to do with it.”

If Chase insists it has a "legal obligation" to debank me, my employees and their

families, over an old FDA warning letter — which had no legal basis and never led to

criminal charges — isn't Chase Bank then also obligated to debank its own executives

and employees who intentionally bene�ted from sex tra�cking and child abuse, and

defrauded investors with illegal investment schemes?

In the end, I believe we will �nd our debanking was politically motivated, and that Chase

Bank's direct involvement with CISA's Cybersecurity Advisory Committee had something

to do with it. Since debanking over political and religious views is now illegal in Florida, I

suspect this incident will eventually be added to Chase Bank's growing list of crimes.
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